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Move over, Mother Goose.Congratulations, and welcome to parenthood! Babies are a miracle, but

even miracles poop. A lot. Thank goodness sheâ€™s got your twinkling eyes, heâ€™s got your

perfect nose, and weâ€™ve got your aching back. Welcome to Hickory Daiquiri Dock: Cocktails with

a Nursery Rhyme Twist&#151;the ultimate gift for new parents everywhere.Featuring 20 classic

nursery rhymes with a decidedly grown-up twist, itâ€™s time to lose the rattle, pick up a shaker, and

throw yourself an extremely quiet party. Especially if youâ€™ve finally gotten the baby to sleep,

which is always worth toasting to.Drinks include:&#151;Eeny, Martini, Miny, Mo&#151;Jack and

Coke (and Jill)&#151;Ring Around the RosÃ©&#151;Old MacDonald Had a Flask&#151;Baa, Baa,

Black Russian&#151;and more!
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Without a doubt, this will be my new go-to gift for new parents. It has a great selection of nursery

rhymes reconfigured for those with a baby, pairing cocktails with scenarios new parents will

experience. Add in a bunch of fun word play and puns, adorable old-school Golden-book inspired

illustrations and a board book format and it will be the hit at every party I bring it to.

tim is a wordsmith, and this book continues his successful tour of broadway and the world of

cocktails. his nate books tell of his semi autographical road to broadway. the first cocktail book uses

a literary motif to give the preparation directions as well as a brief description of the drink. hickory



daiquiri dock continues in the same tradition but using nursery rhymes and some of his favorite

childhood stories to tell his tale. recommended for folks who enjoy clever wordplay with their

alcohol.

I got two copies of this book to send to my daughters-in-law. One has twin 3 yr. old boys and a one

year old daughter. The other has a three year old daughter, but also works. The rhymes are fun and

reading them without drinking may help them laugh at the end of busy, selfless days.

I was already a huge fan of Federle's Tequila Mockingbird when I came across this funny, super

punny and beautifully illustrated cocktail book! Have already bought it for my new-mom friends and

will continue to do so in the future.Requesting a cocktail book for dog lovers next!!

What an adorable children's book for adults. My husband and I are waiting on our first child together

and I bought this for him as a gift from the baby. Each page has a cute alcohol adapted version of a

nursery rhyme with a cocktail recipe on the side of the page. I am looking forward to making a few of

these and enjoying them while we read these to our baby boy to be born in the fall. I am sure they

actual nursery rhymes will be a hit - moist kids don't understand them anyways! Such a smart idea

for fun parents.

Big hit with new parents!!! Feels like a baby book with thick card pages, looks like a baby book with

classic nursery rhyme drawings...but look a little closer and bam! Big smiles, laughter, and definitely

not a gift for baby! I bought 4 at a time.. So glad I did!

SUCH a fun book and a great gift! Funny, cute, clever, not cheesy. Buy a bunch and give it as a gift

when you're in a pinch.

Bought this as a Christmas present for my sister-in-law who likes silly things and booze. She love it!
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